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From the Editorial Desk 
 

Warm wishes, 

The second edition of our school newsletter, ‘Campus 

Colours’ opens its pages bearing the best wishes from the 

staff and the pupils of the Pawar Public School family. This 

edition of ‘Campus Colours’ showcases the colourful 

aspects of the students’ creativity and expression. 

As Pawar Public School ushers in a third year on 3
rd

 April, 

2017, we would love to zealously preserve all those 

beautiful memories of the year gone by and look forward to 

realizing another indelible and successful year, this year. 

Like other dynamic educational institutes, here too, the child’s personality is chiselled and shaped while the 

priceless attributes of good values, ideals, knowledge, principles and responsibilities are inculcated in the 

minds of these naïve children. And it is in this pursuit of excellence that our school brings out the innate 

talents of its pupils. After all, we want these pure gems to shine; these blooming flowers to spread their 

fragrance far and wide. 

As Albert Einstein had rightly said, ‘It is the supreme art of the teacher to awaken joy in creative expression 

and knowledge.’ The objective of our school is to make learning a meaningful and joyful experience to all 

our pupils. In fact, we firmly believe in the saying that, ‘a teacher should be a guide on the side, and not a 

sage on the stage’. That is why our facilitators wholeheartedly try to inspire the love of learning among the 

children. We seek to nurture the pupils so that they become active citizens for the future and an asset that the 

world would cherish. In our school, teaching methods are enhanced by the curriculum that contributes to the 

interest level of the pupils’ learning experience. We follow a Student Centric or a Child Friendly teaching 

process where we cater to the students’ needs.  We, the teachers and the parents, have to walk hand in hand 

because the actual progress will happen only through collective effort, following our school motto, 

“Together we can make a difference”.  

Here we need to pen down a few words about some attention grabbing and momentous occasions that 

brought a smile to everybody’s faces. Our school participated in various Inter-School Competitions and 

bagged many prizes. It is said that ‘seeing is believing’. The captivating ‘Project Display’ helped the parents 

to see and believe in the talents of their own wards. Again, the ‘Annual Day’, held for the first time this 

year, conquered the hearts of one and all. ‘Udaan’, the Annual Atheletic Meet followed by the ‘Fun Fair’ 

fascinated pupils, parents and teachers alike. To keep themseleves updated in various academic fields, 

faculty members attended various workshops and seminars. In a highly competitive world, all these events, 

trips, workshops, displays and presentations instils confidence in our pupils so that they can surmount the 

challenges of the modern world. We can say with conviction that what was a ‘step’ for the pupils last year, is 

a stride’ for them this year and ultimately will culminate in a ‘sprint’ in the years to come. 

To bring this dream to realization is not simple but it has been rendered possible by the total commitment of 

our Principal, Mrs. Ishita Chowdhury and the tireless support of our dedicated Headmistresses, 

Administrative Officer, Coordinators, staff members, support staff members and the parents themselves, 

thus paving the way to make this school an epitome of excellence.  

Mrs.Promota Deb  

Editor 

Mrs.Sumita Majumdar  

Asst. Editor 
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From the Desk of the Principal 

Responsible Upbringing… 

A child is like a butterfly in the wind. 

Some can fly higher than others, 

But each one flies the best it can.  

 

Why compare one against the other?   

Each one is different.  

Each one is special,  

Each one is beautiful.  

   

 

Parents, teachers, peers and the environment play an important role in nurturing and shaping children to 

become responsible adults. This is a serious role that should not be left to only teachers or parents or 

peers…it is everyone’s business. It is our duty to not just protect our children and indulge them once in a 

while but also to inculcate values and enable them to grow up as independent and self-reliant global citizens.  

 

Parents are the first teachers in a child’s life. The teachers come later and play a role in imparting 

knowledge, skills, attitudes and values, in identifying the strengths and weaknesses of a child and play the 

role of a counsellor by capitalizing on the child’s strength, working hard to eradicate his or her weakness. It 

is extremely important to understand that each child has limitations and grows at his/her own pace. We, as 

parents, often have unrealistic expectations and make unrealistic demands from our child, especially in terms 

of their scholastic achievements. We often want our children to be star achievers in whatever they undertake. 

This leads to untold misery and stress in a child as he/she always wants to fulfil the aspirations of the parent 

and does not want to let his/her parents down.  Let me share with you, a poignant story written by 

Ms.Kavitha Sriram about a little child who wants his mother to understand that he is different from the other 

children of his age, yet special and lovable and wishes to reassure his mother that he does make an earnest 

effort to live up to her expectations and to see her happy.   

 

Mom, I will improve 

 

Little Aditya, was in tears. He was an 8-year-old boy. His mom was shouting at him, as he had not 

completed his Math homework, even after an hour. Aditya’s parents, Ruchi and Rishi, both worked in 

MNC’s. Ruchi took a career break of 5 years, to take care of Aditya. Now, she had joined her office again 

from a junior level, whereas all her friends had moved to the senior level. When Rishi, entered his home, 

Aditya was in tears, Ruchi was shouting at him. “What is 8 x 6? Aadi, come on, I taught you tables twice 

yesterday, still you are unable to remember. What am I supposed to do? You remember all cartoon stories, 

but not one simple tables.” 

Aditya tried to remember a lot… he couldn’t remember anything, and he thought it may be 48, but he was 

scared to tell his mom. What if it was wrong? She would get upset. He thought to himself, “Mom, I will 

improve.” He didn’t know how. He wanted to see his mother happy. 

When he was in the younger classes, he used to win many prizes in different competitions. He and his 

mother were very happy. As he grew up, suddenly he felt he was being pushed in a complex world; he 

couldn’t grasp many things that his fellow students could do. He went to meet doctors and counselors; his 

mother thought he was sick. He was not sure whether he was sick or not. May be he had a poor memory like 
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his mom and teachers used to say. He was not able to make a decision. Tonight, his father had come early 

from the office. Aditya was happy. His father would rescue him, he thought. 

As soon as his father freshened up, he hugged Aditya. To Aadi’s relief, he said with a huge smile, “Go and 

play.”  He was happy, but he looked at his mother with wide eyes, and said slowly, “Dad, I didn’t complete 

my homework!” His father, replied, “I will do it, don’t worry.” Aadi, again gave a bear hug and ran outside 

to play with his friends. Ruchi was upset. She retorted angrily, “Will you go and write his exams too?” 

After Aditya left, Rishi hugged Ruchi. “Why are you so tense dear? He will pick up, don’t worry.” Ruchi 

was upset, “Do you think you love him more than me? What is the point you want to prove? You never 

attend the Parent Teachers Meeting, I have to listen from his teachers, and I need to face the other parents. 

You just don’t need to face anything.” 

Rishi said quietly, “Ruchi, do you think, by shouting at him, things would improve? You thought, he may 

have some learning disabilities, but the psychologist proved there was nothing like that. All children are not 

the same.” Ruchi replied back, “But I spend so much time with him. I always teach him, each and 

everything; still what do you expect me to do?” 

Rishi, smiled and said, “I advise you, not to expect anything from Aadi. Don’t force him to learn things 

faster, don’t expect him to be like you.” Ruchi retorted back angrily, “I am not expecting him to get the first 

prize in everything like me, but at least he shouldn’t be so dull. Now he is in the 3rd Std. and he is not sure 

about 5 x 5=25, how will his life be? All his friends will reach a good position in life, what will his life 

become? I am so scared Rishi, I put in so much hard work on him, still why does he not get marks?” 

Rishi kept quiet. Ruchi, always wanted the best. She was always the best in whatever she did. The fact she 

didn’t understand was that Aadi was the best child. He was very friendly with everyone, he always tried to 

help others. He just hoped, Ruchi would find her answer soon. 

After a few days, his paternal aunt, Durga Bua, came to visit them. Her son had settled in the US. She 

occasionally came to India to visit her relatives. After many years, she had come to visit them. Ruchi loved 

Durga Bua. In fact, everyone loved her for her soft words and naïve nature. One day, she was playing with 

Aadi and commented to Ruchi, “Aadi is a very good boy.” Ruchi replied in a dull voice, “Hmmmm.” Bua 

sensed something was wrong, but didn’t ask anything. 

After Aadi had left, she asked, “What has happened Ruchi?” Ruchi shared her worries with her aunt. She 

listened to everything carefully. Then she went to the small garden which Ruchi maintained in her balcony, 

and said, “I observe you have a beautiful garden. How do you maintain it?” Ruchi replied happily, “I take 

personal care, Bua.” Her aunt said, “Why is this Aloe Vera plant, shorter than the others? Is it a new plant, 

or do you not water it properly?” Ruchi whispered, “No, Bua, I have planted it a year ago. I take care of it 

properly. A few plants grow faster and a few take time.” 

Then, her aunt asked, “What do you do then? Do you tell the shorter plant, daily, grow up, look at the other 

plants, otherwise your life will be of no use or do you slowly nurture the plants that take time in growing and 

you still love them?” 

Ruchi felt something snap in her. She looked at her aunt, with tears in her eyes. 

Durga Bua said, “There are 7 methods of learning skills for a child, few learn by looking, few by hearing, 

few by explaining, few understand things by doing activities, and few learn by practically doing the same 

things again and again. A mother or a teacher should try to teach a child all the 7 methods, and then 

understand the child’s best learning language and teach accordingly. You can’t conclude that your child is 

dull. Each and every child is unique and special. Can’t you see Aadi is trying everything to make you 

happy? He loves you so much. If you nurture him now, it would be good for both of you. If he were to start 

believing that he was dull and turned to be a loser, what would you do?” 

Ruchi shuddered at the thought. She realized that it was always too soon to quit with your child. She kept 

quiet, deep in her thoughts. Durga Bua knew that she would find a different family when she visited them 

again. 
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Let us remind ourselves of the seven different learning styles that are recognized today.  

 

Visual (Spatial): You prefer using pictures, images, and spatial understanding.  

 

Aural (Auditory-Musical): You prefer using sound and music. 

 

Verbal (Linguistic): You prefer using words, both in speech and writing. 

 

Physical (Kinesthetic): You prefer using your body, hands and sense of touch. 

 

Logical (Mathematical): You prefer using logic, reasoning and systems. 

 

Social (Inter-personal): You prefer to learn in groups or with other people. 

 

Solitary (Intra-personal): You prefer to work alone and use self-study. 

 

Dear readers, life is a race… however, it is a marathon and not a sprint. Let us prepare our children for the 

marathon. A marathon runner needs mental strength, stamina, endurance, never-say-die attitude, patience 

and persistence. He needs to focus on his path and not the finishing post. His path has many twists and turns, 

so he needs to learn to negotiate those and adjust his speed depending on the terrain. A marathon race 

involves choices and decisions, not speed. A sprinter’s path is straight and it involves speed, not choices. Let 

us be responsible adults and provide an opportunity for our children to look at the world around and wonder, 

observe, become curious to question, where they will focus on knowledge and understanding and not on the 

end result alone. Let them be well-read, innovative, helpful, consistent performers with a strong sense of 

morality, ready to face the consequences of their actions. Let us have reasonable expectations from our 

children and help them to grow up into responsible, well-adjusted and empathetic global citizens. Let us 

make our children believe that they are special, unique and different. 

 

Mrs. Ishita Chowdhury 

Principal 

An Eye-opener for us all 

This short but thought provoking story brings to my mind certain wonderful sayings of erudite and wise 

people. These are indeed eye-openers for parents, pupils and teachers alike. 

1. Fill a child’s mind with so much self-esteem that it lasts a life time. 

2. No one can make you feel inferior without your consent. 

3. He who opens a school door closes a prison. 

4. When educating the minds of our youth, we must not forget to educate their hearts. 

5. If you can’t excel with talent, triumph with effort. 

6, Success comes in “cans”, failure in “can’ts”. 

7. Spoon-feeding in the long run teaches us nothing but the shape of the spoon. 

8. The only way on the Earth to multiply happiness is to divide it.  
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From the Desk of the Headmistress (Primary) 
 

My Noble Profession 
 

This long journey of being an educationist has been the most 

rewarding experience of my life. Teaching is not just a 

profession but a passionate duty by which the future generation 

can be molded.  As a message to myself and my fellow 

teaching fraternity I lay down my thoughts through the 

following verses. 

 

Dozens of li’l kiddos  

Scattered about the room 

Twinkling eyes, thriving minds  

Intending to reach the moon 

Set on us is their inquisitiveness 

To get towards that route 

 

Oh! The profound queries 

And outstanding response 

Some creative saplings 

Into trunks of stardust will grow 

Set on us is their sight 

To inspire towards that route 

 

Along with cherished masters 

There lie a few troubled souls 

Craving for love and foster 

They’re no less witty and clever 

Set on us is their hope 

To reconcile towards that route 

 

These years are divine 

We’re giving birth to blazing minds 

With knowledge and curio they ignite 

Learning what to absorb and withhold 

Becoming sponges and stones 

Set on us is their trust 

We’re their tutors, pacifiers and much more! 

 

Mrs.Sharada Ashokkumar 

Headmistress (Primary) 
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From the Desk of the Headmistress (Pre-Primary) 

  
 

‘We have to teach the children in such a way, that it will not be necessary to teach the adults’. 

-Abraham Lincoln 

 

Just as the family is the building block of society, so also is the Pre-Primary Education, the building block of 

an entire educational institute. 

This education is imperative for every child and with this realization and commitment, we, at Pawar Public 

School, Dombivali, prepare our young children to be independent, expose their creativity, develop their 

personality, help them adjust with their peers, encourage them to give vent to their inner desires and above 

all impart discipline, so essential in the global world. 

Yes! There is no place like home, however we create the same atmosphere of comfort and love in our 

school. 

Pre-Primary children can be delightful, yet challenging to teach. Thus our teachers are well equipped with a 

variety of tactics based on scientific research. The biggest challenge is to capture the pupils’ attention and 

put ideas across the table, with the aid of creative books, playful games and visual exercises. 

I go along with the saying, ‘Tell me, and I forget; teach me, and I may remember; involve me, and I learn’. 

 

Mrs.Jaya Gujaran 

Headmistress (Pre-Primary) 
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Orientation Programme 
The academic year 2016-2017 began with an impressive 

Orientation Programme on 19
th

 April, 2016, for all new 

parents. Our Principal extended a warm welcome to all the 

parents and familiarized them with the rules and regulations 

of the school that are so imperative for its functioning. The 

inspirational speech by our Principal enlightened both 

parents and teachers alike; ‘Success does not come 

overnight’ was the maxim she underscored or simply put, 

‘Success is no accident. The harder we work, the higher we 

reach’. The spirit, the will to win and the will to excel are the 

things that endure. 

23
rd

 April, 2016 marked the 2
nd

 Orientation Day for Parents and was a crucial one as PTA Class 

Representatives and Executive Members were elected. The PTA has always been an integral part of the 

school because a good association of parents and teachers 

alone can justify the school motto that ‘Together we can make 

a difference’. 

The Journey Continues… 
With the advent of the New Year, the academic session 

commenced with the General Assembly and culminated in the 

House Meeting of all the five Houses, symbolizing the five 

basic elements of life, namely Jal, Prithvi, Vayu, Agni and 

Akash.  

 

Award Ceremony 
The Award Ceremony was held on 22

nd
 April, 2016. All schools cherish their Award Ceremony. It is a kind 

of reciprocal gesture – the pupil gives his best to the school and in return, the school gives him an award – a 

token of success in a particular field, namely academics, sports, fine arts etc., a symbol of appreciation for 

his feat; an encouragement to excel and a boost for other pupils to emulate the achievers. Principal Ma’am, 

the higher authorities as well as parents and teachers graced the occasion. The programme commenced with 

the invocation of Goddess Saraswati, the deity of knowledge and fine arts in the form of a scintillating dance 

performance. This was followed by presenting the ‘Rapt Reader Award’ from Grade 1 to 7, given to those 

pupils who are attracted to books as bees are to honey. The Attendance Award was presented to those pupils 

who were regularly regular scoring a remarkable 100% Attendance. The Award for Academic Excellence is 

a prestigious one, given to pupils who scored 85% marks in the Primary Section and 75% marks in the 

Secondary Section along with 100% attendance in the Assessment Worksheets and Summative 

Assessments. A unique custom was the award for the ‘Most Improved Student’ in the 2
nd

 Term where the 

pupil tried hard and went on to win this coveted trophy. “I can accept failure, but I cannot accept not trying”. 

The ‘Most Outstanding Award’ was given to both pupils of the Primary and Secondary Sections with 

extraordinary accomplishments not only in academics but also in Inter-school Individual and Team Events. 

This was followed by the ‘Best Outgoing Pupil’ of the Pre-Primary and Primary Sections who had excelled 

in both academics and co-curricular activities besides being role models in conduct and social skills. 

Principal Ma’am was specially called on stage to honour the young achievers and since we believe that 

behind every successful pupil is a dedicated parent, so they too were invited to partake of this momentous 

Reading out the Details 

Pupils Ring in the New Year 
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occasion. It must be remembered that ‘Winners don’t do different things, they do things differently’. The 

Times NIE Award was then given to the ‘Student of the Year’, Master Aprup Kale of Grade 7, a meticulous 

learner and vibrant sportsperson.  

 

  

  

  

  

  

Standing Tall Winners All 

If Music be the Food of Love, then Dance on. 
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The Proud and Patriotic Indian 

 

Indians are generally patriotic by nature. This is because at an early age, in school itself, this patriotic 

fervour is instilled in the pupils. Thus PPSD also celebrated Independence Day on 15
th

 August, 2016 for the 

second time. Pupils arrived early to see the flag being unfurled by our respected Principal, Mrs. Ishita 

Chowdhury, followed by the rendition of the National Anthem. The pupils were reminded of the hard 

struggle and pain borne by those patriots who fought to give us the freedom we enjoy today.  

 

 
 

The Republic Day of India commemorates the date on which the Constitution of India came into force 

replacing the Government of India Act 1935. The date was chosen to honour the memory of the declaration 

of Independence, 1930 and as a day when we gave ourselves this Constitution. At PPSD, we celebrated this 

day by hoisting the National Flag and singing patriotic songs.  

 

 

 

  

I Love My India 

Sare Jahan Se Achha 
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The Iconic Investiture Ceremony 

The Student Council is a very important representative structure for students, through which they can 

become involved in the affairs of the school, working with the school management, staff and parents for the 

benefit of the school. Hence, able, dedicated, dynamic students were elected as members for the much 

coveted Student Council on 10
th

 June, 2016. Subsequently on 22
nd

 June, 2016, the Investiture Ceremony was 

conducted wherein faith and hope were entrusted in the newly-appointed members. The elected pupils 

donned smart, formal apparel and introduced themselves and pledged to shoulder responsibilities. The oath-

taking ceremony took place and the solemn aura prevailed as the badges were pinned on the torch-bearers of 

the school followed by speeches of assurance by the Head-Boy and Head-Girl. The Chief Guest for the 

Investiture Ceremony was Mrs. Archana Rodrigues, the Principal of St. Joseph High School, Dombivali. In 

her speech, she cited the instance of Barack Obama’s childhood.  Even a shy and reserved boy like him 

could become a great leader in the future. She further said that there is a leader in each one of us because we 

all take many decisions in our day to day life. 

 

  

  

  

 

The Ballot Beckons the Best 

The Guide Today, the Guru Tomorrow 
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PAWAR PUBLIC SCHOOL, DOMBIVALI 

STUDENT COUNCIL MEMBERS 2016-2017 

   Category Name of the Student Grade/ Division 

Head Boy Master Aprup Kale 8A 

Head Girl Miss Vibhuti Wadekar 8A 

Sports Captain Master Dev Nandurbarkar 8A 

Cultural Captain Miss Rittika Pandey 8A 
 

PRITHVI JAL AGNI VAYU AKASH 

CAPTAIN CAPTAIN CAPTAIN CAPTAIN CAPTAIN 

Saurabh Parekh 

(8A) 

Aakanksha 

Sarraju 

(8A) 

Dhrone Sood 

(7A) 

Anushree 

Raghunathan                                       

(7A) 

Aayush 

Bansode                             

(8A) 

VICE-

CAPTAIN 

VICE-

CAPTAIN 

VICE-

CAPTAIN 

VICE-

CAPTAIN 

VICE-

CAPTAIN 

Suraj Mamdyal                     

(8A) 

Sattjeet Sirohi 

(7A) 

Hiranshi 

Shipurkar 

(7A) 

Arpita Singh 

(7A) 

Nilshikha Swar 

(7A) 
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Little Minds, Little Lessons 

We, at Pawar Public School believe that the celebrations and customs of any institution reveal a great deal 

about its culture. How people link their past with their present, what behaviours are reinforced, what ethos is 

at school and what is valued. 

Celebrations at the Pre-Primary Section of our school are an integral part of joyful learning, community 

building and thought provoking processes. Religious festivals from across religions, national festivals, 

festivals and days that are related to our environment, commemorative days etc are celebrated with great 

enthusiasm, fervour and pride. Teachers, as facilitators, capture the beauty of such important days and build 

experiences that go a long way towards enhancing the knowledge that children have about their environment 

and culture. Our tiny tots are exposed to the essence of events through stories, music, dance, food, 

discussions, puppet shows and a variety of hands-on activities and projects. 

Celebrating various festivals, the ceremony and celebration of traditions provides pupils with the experience 

of connectivity that comes with coming together as a group to observe and honour important 

milestones.Some festivals that we celebrated this year were Holi, Makar Sankranti, Diwali, Christmas. 

Puppets are both entertaining and captivating. Children can believe and relate to them; they can enter and 

explore the fascinating inventive world that puppets create.The pupils experienced some beautiful puppet 

shows this year namely, ‘Smile a While’, ‘Life under Water’. Fun and Theme based days were celebrated 

such as ‘Dine in Style’, ‘Nature Trail’ etc. By building on their interests and life experiences, our little 

pupils’ attitudes and skills were developed in meaningful ways.  

Along with the enthusiasm, fun and activities of celebrations, the qualities of sensitivity, simplicity and 

creativity are highlighted. 

  

  

Together as Family Dine in Style 

Nature Trail Freedom to Create 
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Selfless Love of Brother and Sister Stealing the Butter 

A Day for Doting Grandparents 

Getting Ready for Diwali Enjoying the Juggling 

Jingling all the Way… Creating Magic with Cuddly Toys 

Ganesha and His Little Devotees 
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Let’s Fly Colourful Kites What could be better? Chocolate Day 

Life under Water Smile a While 

Eliminate the Sorrow, bring in 

Happiness with Lohri Splashing with Colours 

We are Graduates now 
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Learning the XSEED way 

A school’s syllabus has a pivotal role in a pre-schoolers overall learning and development. We at Pawar 

Public School, Dombivali believe that an innovative curriculum relies on pupils to make discoveries with an 

instructor present to serve as a mentor or guide instead of taking the role of the expert who controls the 

learning. 

XSEED is a proven and research based academic programme for schools that builds thinking skills and 

problem solving confidence in children. XSEED children ask more questions, can write in their own words, 

like doing word problems in Mathematics and can complete their homework on their own. Moreover, they 

are not afraid to speak up in English, persist longer in solving problems, and score well in tests. 

Hence our journey of studies at Pawar Public School is one that incorporates big ideas, varied and engaging 

activities, and a sense of continuity as a way to stimulate pupils, teachers, and even familiies. 

 

  

  

  

Water Fun! Big Bright Birthdays! 

Testing the Taste Buds 
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Fruits, Our Friends! 

Smiling Big – Dentist Visit 

Pyjama Party 

Fun Filled Fruit Bands 

Creative Collage 

Our Chocolatarians! 

Vegetable Vendor Visits Us! 

Long Live the Turtle! 
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Rain Rain! Showers of Smiles! Our Community Helpers 

Our Pals, Our Pets! Shopping Spree 

Sumptious Snacks! 

What a Delicious Dish! 
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Tie and Dye Who are you behind the Mask? 

From Dawn to Dusk 

Let’s Be Good Gardeners Play with Clay 

As You Sow, So You Reap Dubbing the Balloon 
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Small Beginnings Lead to Big Achievements 

Oscar Wilde once said: “Education is an admirable thing, but it is well to remember from time to time that 

nothing that is worth knowing can be taught''. 

Education theorists do not agree on whether competitive desires should be encouraged or constrained. One 

theory claims that, since competition is a part of every culture and since education should transmit culture, it 

is necessary to incorporate competition into education to help children get used to it in later life. Human 

beings have always considered education and competition important issues, both in the past and in the 

present.  A good competition should challenge the participants to give their best, or preferably more than 

that. 

Competitions are a good measure of how well a discipline is accepted and integrated into the curriculum. It 

offers a chance for participants to gain substantial experience, showcase skills, analyze and evaluate 

outcomes and uncover personal aptitude. Competitions also encourage students to adopt innovative 

techniques and develop their ideas and skills. 

Here’s a glimpse of the competitions held in the school for the Primary and Secondary Sections. 

 

  
 

  
Tatto Makers at their Best  Tricky Trivia 

Show and Tell Rang Birangi  
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The Gift of the Gab 

Wise Tales  

The Culinary Experts 

Lines that Rhyme 

Putting Science Lessons into Shape Pretty Little Avatars 

Tell me a Tale… Dance Extravaganza 
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The Amateur Cooks 

Diya Decor Chehra Pe Chehra 

All by Herself - Solo Dance 

Dressing the Salad Collage Moments 

Fun with Numbers 

Singing Solo 
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Designing on Bottles Innovative Writing 

Magic with Numbers Vocabulary Blaster 

Fun with Words A Date with Debates 

Little Hands, Master Chefs… Recitation in Regional Language 
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Patang Mela Moulding Magic with Clay 

Natya Chhaya    Abhinay in Rashtra Bhasha  

Gifted Story Tellers 

The Quiz Mistress Questions 

Busy Fingers 
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A Feast of Festivals and Celebrations 

All Festivals bring the same message of love, tolerance and understanding.  On these festive days we 

express our gratitude to God, for the special thing or event that originated on a particular festival. 

Festivals are an expressive way to celebrate our glorious heritage, culture and traditions.  They are meant to 

rejoice special moments and emotions in our lives with our loved ones.  They play an important role to add 

structure to our social lives and connect us with our families, friends and backgrounds. They give us a break 

from our day to day, exhaustive routine of life and give us some inspiration to remember the important 

things and moments in life. A glimpse of the various festivals celebrated in our school – 

 

  

  

  

 

 

Happy Ekadasi   Seeking Gurus’ Blessings 

Young Krishna Pyramids Welcoming Shravan    

Aamchi Mumbai, Aamcha Maharashtra 
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A Day to Remember 
Relaxation and recreation are an integral part of our life. We, at PPSD firmly believe that every pupil needs 

to have some days of fun and frolic. So, we had organized some exuberating field trips and picnics for all the 

children. The pupils of the Pre-Primary Section went for a walk in the Promenade at Casa Rio, Palava as a 

part of their field trip. The children were shown and explained about the various bounties of nature. Grade 1 

visited the Big Bazaar at the Xperia Mall and Palava Fire Station, which is in the vicinity.  The pupils of 

Grade 2 were also taken to the Big Bazaar at the Xperia Mall and Manpada Fire Station. The children of 

Grade 3 visited the Captain Vinaykumar Sachan Memorial and the Durgadi Fort at Kalyan. Grade 4 visited 

the Manpada Police Station and the Shilpalay and they were amazed to see works of art. The pupils of Grade 

1 to 4 also went for a picnic to Kidzania. The pupils of Grade 5 to 8 went for a picnic to Smaaash – A 

Theme Park at Lower Parel in Mumbai. It was a memorable experience for the pupils where they enjoyed 

different rides and played various games like Bowling, Cricket, Football, Basketball, etc. The students of the 

Secondary Section also had an excursion trip to Silvassa, where they enjoyed trekking and other adventurous 

outings with their peers and teachers. 

  

  

  

A Trip to Silvassa 
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A Trip to Manpada Fire Station and Xperia Mall 

A Trip to Captain Vinaykumar Sachan Memorial and the Durgadi Fort at Kalyan 

A Trip to Manpada Police Station and Shilpalay 

A Trip to Palava Fire Station and Xperia Mall 
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A Trip to Kidzania 

A Trip to Smaash - Theme Park at Lower Parel 
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A Trip to Domino’s Dombivali 

A Trip to Manpada Fire Station 
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School Social Awareness 

Desh Apnayen Sahayog Foundation 

It is a well known fact that ‘Service to Huminaty is Service to God’. In other words ‘hands that help are 

holier than the lips that pray’. True to these words, the Desh Apanyen group has taken an initiative to instil 

the patriotic zeal and zest in the youth, inspiring them to take part in the society as equal members and 

promoting citizenship, education and civic participation in schools. The following activities were conducted 

in our school to promote the sense of citizenship and belonging. 

 

Ambedkar Jayanti 

Different activities were conducted by different classes in the school to celebrate the 125
th

 Ambedkar Jayanti 

on 13
th

 April 2016. Dr. B.R. Ambedkar was the chief architect of the Constituent Assembly and the back 

bone in the making of the Indian Constitution. He was a Dalit but studied at different colleges in India and 

abroad and was the first law minister of free India. To commemorate Dr.Ambedkar’s 125
th

 Jayanti, our 

school conducted various activities for Grades 3 to 8 like colouring his image, reading poems and quotes of 

Ambedkar himself, pasting his quotes, displaying his fascinating work and writing about his life. 

 

  
 

 Earth Day  

 
The pupils of Grade 5 were part of a ‘Keep the Environment Clean’ slogan campaign on behalf of Earth Day 

celebrations on 22
nd 

April, 2016.  The children started planning and preparing for the slogans, placards and 

punch lines a week in advance and moved from class to class in batches, sloganeering so as to create 

awareness on the importance of a clean and green environment. 

 

 

 
   

A Tribute to Dr. Ambedkar 

Towards a Clean and Green Environment 
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Rashtriya Ekta Week 

The birth anniversary of Sardar 

Vallabhbhai Patel was celebrated 

and Rashtriya Ekta Week was 

observed from 31
st
 October to 6

th
 

November 2016. The whole week 

saw pupils from Grade 1 to Grade 8 

engaged in colouring, sketching, 

preparing charts, posters, writing 

slogans and essays in Hindi, Marathi 

and English, in memory of the ‘Iron 

Man of India’.  

 

 
 

Aazadi ke 70 Saal 

 
Another historic and historical moment was the celebration of Azadi 70- Yaad Karo Kurbaani. The freedom 

we enjoy today is the gift from those valiant freedom fighters who laid down their lives for their country. 

Even today our jawans keep awake in hostile conditions so that we might sleep in peace. The pupils showed 

their gratitude in turn by colouring the national flag and preparing ‘Thank You’ cards for the jawans and 

couriering it to them. Some pupils participated in the freedom run while Mrs.Manjari Shrivastava, In-charge 

of History & Civics guided the pupils in enacting a play involving different freedom movements and 

enriched the programme by showing videos on Quit India Moment, Dandi March and the first Prime 

Minister’s Independence speech. The play concluded with a patriotic dance instilling the spirit of freedom. 

  

  

  

Colouring the National Flag Thanking the Jawans with Cards 

Running for Freedom 

Depicting a Play on Different 

Freedom Movements 

In Memory of the Iron Man of India 
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Soft Boards Depicting Various Aspects of the State of Maharashtra 

 

The state of Maharashtra and its myriad aspects were highlighted by the pupils- 

1. Culture    2. Tourism      3. Physical Features    4. Famous Personalities  5. Industries 

  
 

 

Constitution Day – 26
th

 November 

The Constitution Day was celebrated in our school on 25
th

 November, 26
th

 November being a Saturday. An 

assembly was arranged where the students of Grades 5 to 8 took part in the small skit depicting the 

importance of the Constitution and when it was implemented. A short quiz was also organized for the 

students. The assembly ended with the pledge sent by the Desh Apnayen team. 

  
 

Asssembly on Cleanliness 

A special assembly 

was conducted by the 

students of Grade 2 to 

show the importance 

of classroom 

cleanliness.  

 

  
 

 

Skit revealing the Importance of the 

Constitution Pupils taking the Desh Apnayen Pledge 

Significance of Classroom Cleanliness 
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Evolution of the Indian National Flag 

A unique medium that of tile was used 

for the depiction of the evolution of the 

Indian National Flag. 

 

 
 

Women’s Emancipation 

Behind every developed nation, the progress of its women is pertinent. 

A nation progresses only when its women are educated. To give 

emphasis on women empowerment, our school organized an assembly, 

highlighting the work and contribution of Savitribai Phule towards 

education. A video in the form of a comic book was shown to the 

pupils. 

 

Brain Teasers 

1. What has one eye, but cannot see? 

2. What invention lets you look right through the wall? 

3. What can travel around the world while staying in a corner? 

4. What is always coming but never arrives? 

5. What has a head and a tail but no body? 

6. What has a mouth, but cannot eat; moves, but has no legs; and has a bank, but cannot put money in 

it? 

7. I have no eyes, no legs, or ears, and I help move the earth. What am I? 

8. What is black when you get it, red when you use it, and white when you are all through with it? 

9. Without it, I am dead. If I am not, then I am behind. What am I? 

10. What 5- letter word becomes shorter when you add two letters to it? 

  

Answers - 

1. A needle 2. Window  3. Stamp 4. Tomorrow  5. A coin 

6. River 7. Earthworm  8. Charcoal 9. Ahead  10. Short 
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The Joy of Giving 

 
‘No one has ever become poor by giving’. Our school believes in these beautiful words and so had 

organized the Joy of Giving Week from 3rd October to 7th October where the students, parents and teachers 

contributed wholeheartedly. The amount collected was used for purchasing stationery items, school bags, 

household appliances and foodgrains. These were given to Adivasi Schools at Ratale Pada in Shahapur 

Taluka, Orphanage and Old Age Home – Girija Welfare Association and The National Association for the 

Blind at Ambernath. The total amount donated was Rs.80,274/- 

Visit to Adivasi Schools in Shahapur District donated School Bags and Stationery 

  
Visit to NAB – IDBI Polytechnic, Ambernath donated Grocery Items 

  
Visit to Girija Welfare Association (Orphanage and Old Age Home) 

donated Electronic Gadgets 
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TERI, The Energy and Resources Institute 

Project SEARCH Impact Award 2015-16 

The Energy and Resources Institute (TERI) and Tetra Pak India Pvt. Ltd. initiated the Project SEARCH 

(Sensitization, Education and Awareness on Recycling for a Cleaner Habitat)  in 2009 with the belief that 

only if the youth is empowered with sufficient knowledge, enabling skills and appropriate attitude and 

values can a just and an environmentally conscious society be created. As they had come to the conclusion 

of Phase 7 of the project, they wanted to recognize schools, teachers and students who had contributed to the 

growth and evolution of Project SEARCH. For supporting Project SEARCH and making it such a big 

success in Mumbai of which our school has been an integral part since 2015 and has acted as an enabler to 

recognize and understand their relationship with the environment and work towards achieving meaningful 

changes in values, mindset, behaviour and practices in tune with the concept of Education for Sustainable 

Development (ESD), Pawar Public School, Dombivali was awarded the First Prize under Project SEARCH 

Impact Award 2015-16 for Phase VII of Project SEARCH in Mumbai. 

 

Tetra Pak Teacher Ambassador Programme 2015-16 

The Tetra Pak Teacher Ambassador Programme 2015-16 was initiated with an objective to select dynamic 

and passionate teachers who would drive the message of recycling in their schools and neighbouring 

communities. Organized for the very first time, the programme saw 16 enterprising teachers from Delhi, 

Chandigarh, Goa, Mumbai and Pune design and implement successful campaigns in their schools and cities.  

Our campaign ‘Save to Live’ was shortlisted in the best four for the Best Tetra Pak Teacher Ambassador 

Campaign Award 2015-16, the article of which was published in ‘The Goan’ dated 30
th

 October, 2016 

   

Genesis of Eco Club 

The Eco Club was started in the academic year 2016-17 in order to sensitize students and masses on 

sustainability, environmental awareness, awareness of biodiversity conservation, importance of reuse, 

recycle, health and hygiene. 

Various activities based on the monthly theme were 

conducted every Thursday. The themes were as follows: 

Afforestation, Rainwater Harvesting, Sustainable 

Agriculture, Project Search, Plastic, Noise Pollution, Energy 

Conservation and Environment Awareness.  

In the month of July we celebrated Van Mahotsav whereby 

our school carried out tree plantation in the school premises. 

For rain water harvesting a mini model of rain water 

harvesting system was prepared using old PureIt filtration 

unit. Implementation on a larger scale is under progress. We 

also made a composting pit in our school premises to compost the garden waste. Under the dry waste 

collection programme, we have collected more than 500 kgs of dry waste till now. We segregate post-

consumer tetrapak cartons from the school canteen and from home. We also segregate cardboard boxes, old 

newspapers, old books, magazines and used charts from the school. Plastic bottles and metal cans are also 

collected. 

The credit for all these must be given to Mrs.Ramila Ramamurthy who left no stone unturned to carry out all 

these projects with finesse. 
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Van Mahotsav 
 
India has so many festivals related to trees. One of them is the Van Mahotsav Day or the Forest Day. It was 

started as a crusade with the lofty purpose of saving the Mother Earth. In its original aim, every citizen of 

India is expected to plant a sapling during the Van Mahotsav Week. Also, awareness campaigns about 

benefits and protection of trees and the harm caused by cutting down of trees are held. It is the festival of 

life. In the name of urbanization and globalization of cities, trees are considered as the major stumbling 

block. They come in the way of flyovers, roads, hoardings and pavements and hence the easiest solution is 

to get rid of them altogether. This declining number of trees has brought a major change in climate too. So 

there is a dire necessity of festivals such as Van Mahotsav, to restore the forest cover in the country. The 

'Van Mahotsav' festival of trees is a beautiful initiative to save the environment, to which we owe a lot. 

Generally, native trees are planted as they readily adapt to the local conditions, integrate into eco-systems 

and have a high survival rate. Besides, such trees are helpful in supporting local birds, insects and animals as 

well. In order to save Mother Earth, our school also planted saplings in our school premises. 

 

  

 

Star Gazing  Evening 

On 10th November a ‘Star Gazing’ evening was organized in our school by the Khagol Mandal group. A 

special team from the group headed by Mr. Milind Kale had come to our school. Students from Grades 5 to 

8 were able to see various astronomical bodies for e.g. Binary Stars, Planets, Constellations, Satellites etc. 

 

  

 

Looking for the Stars 

Plants for Posterity 
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Parents as Partners 

According to the famous poet, William Wordsworth, ‘A child is the father of the man’. An adult is the 

product of the habits, manners and behaviour that was inculcated during her/his childhood. Both the Parents 

and teachers go together in building a child’s future. We have a strong team of PTA who are concerned, 

helpful and benevolent. Our PTA committee had been very enterprising and industrious in all our efforts. 

Teachers’ Day was celebrated with great splendour, wherein the committee organized interesting games for 

the staff members which were thoroughly enjoyed. 

On Children’s Day the pupils were entertained by a magician. The magic show was packed to the brim with 

conjuring, comedy and action. A Puppet Show was also organized for the pupils. Puppetry is one of the 

main features of performing arts. Puppetry is still going strong when it comes to promoting the region’s rich 

culture. Their skillfully made forms and their colourful shapes and sizes attract children and motivate them 

to not only see a puppet show from a distance but to also take interest in the folklore behind the stories and 

the message conveyed in the stories. 

On 7th October our school organized the Dandiya Raas. A Live band comprising the teachers and students 

of the Secondary Section was the highlight. Teachers, parents and students took part with great enthusiasm. 

Last, but not the least the Fun-Fair was organised on 18
th

 February, 2017 with great fervour where the 

committee put up interesting gaming stalls. Delightful and appetizing aroma of different food items drew 

large crowds. The Fun-Fair concluded on a grand and vibrant note with pupils of Grade 8 singing to the 

accompaniment of the guitar. We sincerely thank our PTA committee for putting up these events in such a 

systematic and efficient manner.  

  

  
Fun with Magic Fun with Juggling  

Fun with Puppets Historic Moment 
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Dancing in Tune with the Music 

A Momentous Day only for Teachers 

The Fantastic and Fabulous Fun Fair 
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Safety Measures in School 

Educating and preparing students for a fire emergency should be a priority in every school. We at PPSD 

conducted two Evacuation Drills in which everyone participated.  

The first fire drill was conducted on Monday, 10th August, 2016 at 10.25 a. m. and the second fire drill was 

conducted on Wednesday, 8th February, 2017 at 10:30 a.m. 

The Evacuation Drills were done smoothly without any chaos under the guidance of the Fire Officer, our 

Principal, Mrs.Ishita Chowdhury and all the precautionary measures were taken into consideration. 

 

Ubuntu Unit 

Our counselling unit is aptly named UBUNTU- meaning ‘humanity to others’. It also means ‘I am what I am 

because of who we all are.’ ‘UBUNTU’ follows the principles of tender care and deep compassion.  

In order to spread the awareness for physical and mental well-being, the walls of ‘UBUNTU’ are decorated 

with various informative, motivational and inspirational charts. 

It comprises three counsellors and a trained nurse. The counsellors assist and guide the children in coping 

with their day to day problems including academic, social and emotional concerns.  

Our school nurse ensures that all the ailing children are taken care of under her kind supervision. A regular 

health check-up for the pupils is organized by our school from time to time. 

 

 

Electrical Safety Week 

India celebrated Electrical Safety Week from 11
th

 January to 17
th

 January. To be a part of it our school also 

took part in this celebration. In the School Assembly, students were made aware of different measures taken 

for saving electricity and safety from electricity. These are some of the safety measures highlighted. 

· Turn off fans and lights at home when not in use.  

· Use CFL or LED bulbs. 

· Do not touch electrical switches with wet hands. 

· Do not use mobile phones when it is being charged. 

 

Health is Wealth 
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Annual Day  
 

The striking highlight of the year was the ‘Annual Day’, which aimed at providing a platform for the pupils 

to unlock their creative potential in the field of dancing, singing, acting and compering, through a very 

engaging play called ‘RETRO OR METRO?’ The prinicipal aim of the play was to help the children 

understand the important values of life. With only some days of rehearsal, the pupils and instructors alike, 

bursting with verve and vigour, shouldered their responsibities with élan. Under the aegis of the teachers and 

instructors, the show ensured 100% participation from every pupil; it worked like a unit, cultivating a spirit 

of team-work and upholding self and group motivation. The talented choir and musicians, the agile dancers 

in their dazzling costumes and the budding actors, kept the audience and the chief guests enthralled. Thus 

with this 100% participation, some of the pupils have identified their strength, others have explored 

possibility for the first time and needless to say, all of them have certainly taken a step forward, especially to 

prove that ‘Together we can make a difference’. 

The Chief Guest for the morning session was Dr. Arundhati Bhalerao, a well-known theatre 

personality. She said that the five fundamental elements of theatre are composition, picturisation, movement, 

rhythm and pantomimic dramatisation. She could see all these fundamental elements present in the act. She 

further added that acquiring textual knowledge is insufficient and experience is the best teacher.  

The Chief Guest for the afternoon session was Mrs. Manjushree Patil, Founder Director of Aatman 

Academy at Thane. According to her, though we exist in a technological world it is very important for us to 

remember our age old morals and adages. We need to strike a balance between the old values and the new 

life styles. 
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When Singing, Dancing and Enacting a Play is Food for Thought 
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Kaleidoscope 
The School organised a grand Project Display named Kaleidoscope according to the student’s level of 

understanding for their holistic development. The Pre-Primary Section had a mélange of displays wherein 

the pupils performed, imbibed and enjoyed. 

The Nursery Grade was divided into two categories- creepy crawlies and garden creatures. There are a lot of 

tiny creatures that help run the world that are too miniscule for us to notice or which we just haven’t been 

observant enough to see…So, the pupils of Nursery informed regarding the same.  
The Jr.Kg. took everyone on a journey through their transport system which was land transport, waterways 

and airways. A huge model of BEST was depicted and information was given about the same. In waterways, 

the people enjoyed the cruise on a ship. The people then experienced the journey on a space ship and 

enjoyed thoroughly. 

The Sr.Kg. enthralled everyone with their ‘Stories Come Alive’. The stories which were performed were 

moral based to inculcate the values amongst the pupils. They were – ‘Patty, Where are you?’, ‘The Fox and 

the Crane’ and ‘The Ant and the Grasshopper’. 

A river is like time, you cannot touch the same water twice, because the flow that has passed will never pass 

again. Rivers play such an important role in our lives that is why they are truly called our lifeline. The theme 

for the Project Display for the Primary Section (Grade 1 to 4) this year was – Tarangini- the rivers which 

were divided into four categories were – Ganga, Brahmaputra, Krishna and Godavari. The origin, flow 

route, advantages, dispute, the civilizations which originated near the rivers were displayed through skits, 

dances, songs, charts and models which the children showcased. It was an amalgamation of various skills 

shown by the children.  

   

  

  

Creepy Crawlies and Garden Creatures 

Friendly Bugs 

Foe Bugs 
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The Modes of Transport 

Stories Come Alive 

On the Wheels 

Off We Go 

Sailing on the Sea 

Patty, Where are you? 

The Fox and the Crane 

The Ant and the Grasshopper 
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River Ganga  

River Brahmaputra  

Devnadi 

Udagam 

Brahmatanay

Spandan 

Tarangini 
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River Krishna 

 River Godavari  

Krishna Vena 

Krishna Sangam 

Nath Valley 

Naad Brahma 
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A Sound Mind in a Sound Body 
June 21

st
 has been declared ‘The International Yoga Day’ by the United Nations General Assembly. We 

pride in the fact that this exercise which involves the physical, mental and spiritual growth of the individual, 

originated in India. At PPSD, this day was celebrated with enthusiasm wherein the pupils performed the 

various asanas with elan.  

The world of sports whether indoor or outdoor, Olympics or Paralympics is always exciting. There is 

training, competition, passion and hard work. Sports is the epitome of devotion and dedication. To get the 

zenith of his sport even the most gifted sportsman has to give it his all. He needs to concentrate on the five 

S’s of sports – Stamina, Speed, Strength, Skill and Spirit. 

  

  

  

   

 

Disciplining the Mind… 

Handball Match 

Throwball Match Football Match 

Basketball Match 

Chess Match Carrom Match 
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Udaan – We Soar Again ! 
The need for the all-round development of the child has been underscored by both Tagore and Gandhiji.  

And in recent times, Kapil Dev has said ‘Apart from good education, we need good health, and for that, we 

need to play sports’. Sports is also a metaphor for success in life because it teaches the virtues of hard work, 

discipline, sportsmanship, perseverance and sacrifice.  

The second Annual Athletic Meet ‘Udaan was held on 28
th

 January, 2017 at 

the school ground in an electrifying atmosphere. The word ‘Udaan’ depicts 

the flight towards progress and this is precisely what the school has 

achieved in its second year. The multi-talented and multi-faceted pupils of 

PPSD rose to the occasion with a brilliant display of their physical prowess.  

The school has its own Usain Bolts, Elaine Thomsons, Mike Powells, 

Orlando Ortegas and so on. The Meet was held in the morning for Nursery 

to Grade 1 and in the afternoon for Grades 2 to 8. 

Our Mascot, comprising the head of an Eagle and the body of the Cheetah 

(The Soaring Enigma) the symbol of power, speed, acute vision and success 

was released along with the balloons by our Chief Guest Mrs.Usha 

Pranjape, an eminent sportsperson, our Principal Ma’am, our 

Headmistresses, our Administrative Officer and our Coordinators. 

Nursery to Grade 1 – The event began with the little sportsmen who 

displayed their motor skills with the kind of agility and flexibility even adults sometimes find difficult. This 

was followed by the obstacle race which was performed with enthusiasm and alacrity. A beautiful and 

captivating drill display was presented by the pupils of Jr.KG. and Sr.KG. where they formed beautiful 

medals and trophies. After displaying their rhythmic movements and presenting a foot tapping performance, 

the pupils of Jr.KG. and Sr.KG. competed in the races that were designed on the theme of ‘Games and 

Festivals’. They displayed strength, discipline and amazing levels of their motor skill development which 

enraptured and captivated the audience. 

Grade 2 to Grade 8 – The Meet started off with an impressive and dignified March-Past by all the five 

Houses, followed by the lighting of the torch and administering of the oath and the inspiring sports song 

‘Hall of Fame’. The Pom-Pom drill by Grade 2 pupils, forming twinkling stars with their silver pom-poms 

looked as attractive as the pupils themselves. The pupils of Grade 3 and 4 displayed a unique drill with the 

help of bamboo rings decorated with colourful papers. Their talents of dexterity, flexibility and agility while 

performing the difficult feats were a feast for the eyes. So also was it with the Pyramid Display by Grade 5 

and 6 which highlighted the maxim that ‘Unity is strength’. The concept was that a strong foundation alone 

creates a formidable structure. They enthralled the spectators with the formation of the sun rays, the cycle, 

the chariot. This was followed by various track and field events like the sprint, the hurdles, relay, tug of war 

and parent’s race. Prizes were generally given away during the different events. The momentous occasion 

ended with the Grand Finale where the pupils impressed everyone with a magnificent display of religious 

symbols by holding glittering sticks. 

The most exciting and interesting moment of such a grand occasion is the prize distribution ceremony where 

the champions were lauded and applauded. While inspiring the pupils regarding the importance of 

sportsmanship and participation in sports, our Chief Guest, Mrs.Usha Pranjape quoted the Prime Minister’s 

words in her speech. She said that if you sweat out, you will get rid of all the toxins and feel refreshened. 

Further, she added that regardless of the results in sports, all the participants are winners. She encouraged 

the pupils to be good citizens and sportspersons. After the lowering of the flag, the rendition of the National 

Anthem and the vote of thanks, the wonderful Athletic Meet came to an end, but not without leaving 

indelible memories in the minds of its participants and onlookers alike. 
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Soaring High, Higher, Highest 

Fast, Faster, Fastest 

A View from the Top 

After All, Winners All Phew! What a View. 

Our Young Olympians 
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Adding Feathers in their Cap 

Catch up with me if you can! 
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The Ceremony Begins… 

The Meet declared ‘Open’ 

The Best will enter PPSD’s ‘Hall Of Fame’ 

An Eagle’s View 
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They Steal the Show 

The Test of the Best 

Parents also perform 

Prizes for Parents 
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Throwball  

BasketBall  

Handball  

Football  

Chess  

Winner – Akash House Runners-up – Jal House 

Winner – Agni House Runners-up - Akash House 

Winner – Prithvi House Runners-up - Akash House 

Winner – Prithvi House Runners-up - Akash House 

Winner – Vayu House Runners-up - Akash House 
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Carrom  

Best Sportsperson - Primary 

Best Sportsperson - Secondary 

Best Drill Display – Grade 5 and 6 March Past – Agni House 

Tug-of-War – Prithvi House The Dronacharya Award – Akash House 

Winner – Agni House Runners-up – Vayu House 

Shaurya Tripathi Shama Salunkhe 

Aayush Bansode 

Aaryaa Bansode and  

Mahashree Shalivahana 
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Swimming Strokes and Styles 

The Aquatic Meet had its own share of excitement and thrill with pupils competing in the backstroke and 

freestyle events. All these young Michael Phelpses took to the water like fish to win the coveted prizes. In 

the words of Phelps, the greatest swimmer of all time ‘Everything is possible as long as you put your mind, 

work and time into it.’ 

  

  

 

(Water) What-a-winner! 

Best House – Akash House 
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Enrichment Programme 

Open House 

Open Houses are organized to familiarize the parents, not only about the activities and performance of their 

wards but also the areas of concern. It is an informal communication channel between the teachers and the 

parents. During the course of the year 4 Open Houses were held in our school. The day also saw Book Fairs 

organized for the benefit of the pupils.  

 

  

  

  

 

  

A Heart-To-Heart Discussion with the Parents about their Wards… 

Books are our Friends… Bottle Art from the Heart 
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Dazzling Display 

The House Boards depict a bright display to showcase the achievements of a house system. It brings out the 

hidden talents of the pupils through their various works of art, write-ups, sketches, etc. Pictures and 

drawings describe things more easily than words do. The various themes for the House Boards were 

‘Natural Regions – Climate, Vegetation and Wildlife’, ‘Art For Art’s Sake’, ‘Our Protectors’, ‘Motion’ and 

‘Food Glorious Food’. A glimpse of some of the displays that have been created by the pupils of the 

Secondary Section.  

  

  

  

  

When Pictures Paint a Thousand Words 
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Awards and Achievements 

            Aura 2016 – organised by Lodha World School, Dombivali held on 09
th

 July, 2016 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  
 

Inter-School Competition – organised by Lion’s Club of Dombivali at Dombivali Gymkhana 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Competition Name of the Student Grade Position 

Group 2 

(Group Dance) 

Miss Janhavi Yadav 

8A First 

Miss Khushi Sood 

Master Rishi Abhale 

Master Suraj Mamdyal 

Miss Nishita Rasal 

Miss Rittika Pandey 

Talent Show 

(60 Seconds of Fame) 
Master Omm Jagaavkar 8A Second 

Creative Writing Miss Riya Kadam 7A Third 

Sketching 
Miss Anushree Raghunathan 7A Third 

Miss Aakanksha  Sarraju 8A Second 

Elocution Miss Advika Raut 6A Second 

Competition Name of the Student Grade Position 

Solo Singing  

Bhavgeet / Bhaktigeet 
Master Aroh Pawar 3A Consolation 

Group Patriotic Song 

“Tarun Veer Desh Ke” 

 

 

 

 

Miss Lakshmi Thiagarajan 

5A 

Second 

Miss Mahika Singh 

Miss Shreshta Shetty 

Miss Tanisha Nayak 
5B 

Miss Aanya Pandey 

Master Arnav Khot 

6A Miss Smriti Panda 

Master Varunkumar Iyer 

Miss Trupti Khurd 7A 
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Dombivali Talent Hunt 2016 (DTH – 2016) – organised by Lion’s Club of Dombivali at Dombivali 

Gymkhana held on 2
nd

 October, 2016 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Aavishkaar 2016 (Inter-School Science Exhibition) – organised by Model English School, Dombivali 

held on 26
th

 November, 2016 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Asset Exam   

 

Name of the Student Grade Position 

Miss Maitri Patil 3B Creditable 

Miss Netra Rasal 4B Creditable 

Master Ayush M. B. 4B 
Distinguished and Outstanding performance in 

Hindi 

Master Dhyey Mehta 4B Creditable 

Miss Bhoomika Kumbhare 5A Creditable 

Master Mohammed Nihal 5A Creditable 

Master Usman Sait 7A 
Distinguished and Outstanding performance in 

Science 

 

Spell Bee  

 

Name of the 

Student 
Grade Position 

Master Ayush M. B. 4B 
Inter-School winner at the  

First level 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Name of the Student Grade Position 

Miss Smriti Panda 6A Fifth 

Name of the Student Grade Position 

Master Suraj Mamdyal 

8A Second Miss Aakanksha  Sarraju 

Miss Janhavi Yadav 
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Science Olympiad Foundation Results of the Second Level 

National Cyber Olympiad  (NCO)    

 

Name of the Student Grade Position 

Miss Sanvi Kaushik 3A 

Won Gold Medal at the Zonal Level  

Twenty fifth rank in Maharashtra in the First Round 

Merit Certificate in the Second Round 

Master Ishaan Patil 3B 

Merit Certificate Miss Maitri Patil 3B 

Miss Mahika Singh 5A 

Master Aprup  Kale 8A 

 

National Science Olympiad  (NSO)    

 

Name of the Student Grade Position 

Miss Sanvi Kaushik 3A 

Merit Certificate 

Miss Maitri Patil 3B 

Master Dhyey Mehta 4B 

Miss Bhoomika Kumbhare 5A 

Miss Smriti Panda 6A 

Master Aprup Kale 8A 

 

International Mathematics Olympiad (IMO)    

 

Name of the Student Grade Position 

Miss Sanvi Kaushik 3A 

Merit Certificate 

Master Ayush M. B. 4B 

Miss Bhoomika Kumbhare 5A 

Master Suraj Mamdyal 8A 

Master Aprup Kale 8A 

 

‘Nisarg Mela 2017’ Competition – organised by Paryavaran Dakshata Mandal and Rotary Club of 

Young Dombivali with Rotary Club of Dombivali Premium 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Competition Name of the Student Grade Position 

Drawing Miss Aakanksha Sarraju 8A 
First 

Consolation 

Working Model 
Miss Arpita Singh 

Miss Nilshikha Swar 
7A Second 
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Science Olympiad Foundation  - International English Olympiad (IEO)   Final Result 

 

Name of the Student Grade Position 

Master Vedant Bhagade 2A 
Medal and Certificate of Excellence + Merit 

Certificate 

Master Pranav Mishra 2A 
Gift worth Rs.1000/- + International Gold Medal + 

Merit Certificate 

Miss Nitya Kulkarni 3A 
Gift worth Rs.1000/- + Medal and Certificate of 

Excellence + Merit Certificate 

 

NELTAS ECAT Grand Finale Results 

Name of the Student Grade/Div % Score Position 

Miss Nitya Kulkarni 3A 95.0 

Achiever 

Miss Sanvi Kaushik 3A 92.5 

Miss Anushka Chaudhury 3A 92.5 

Miss Raji Ranjan 6A 90.0 

Miss Anushree Datta 6A 87.5 

 

Under the aegis of SIES College Nerul, ‘Dance Rotract Dance 

Competition’ Season 7 was held at Wonders Park Nerul, where 

our very graceful dancers bagged the First Position at the All 

Mumbai Dance Championship in the Junior Category. 

 

 

 

The Certificate of Excellence in ABACUS and Mental 

Arithmatic Competition held in Mumbai and Thane, for the  

Distict Level was awarded to Master Kaveesh Singaram of  

Grade 3A 

 
 

The Desh Apnayen Champion Teacher Award 2016-17 was 

conferred on Ms. Manjari Srivastava,  

Subject-in-charge - Social Science and History & Civics.  
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Pawar Public School, Dombivali was 

awarded the School Excellence 

Award by Brainfeed, a monthly 

educational magazine under the 

Emergent School Category. We are 

amongst the Top 500 schools of 

India. 

   
 

SEARCH Impact Award 

Our school has been bestowed with the SEARCH Impact Award 2015-16. We received the first prize for 

the Mumbai division.  

  
 

 

               

Late Dr.Kumud Bansal’s Best Teacher Award/Best Administrative Personnel 

These teachers and administrators have been exemplary in their particular fields and so deserve the best. A 

memento and a certificate was awarded to the best facilitator from each of the three sections namely – 

 

  

  

Pre-Primary 

Mrs. Deepika Dholakia 
 

Primary 

Mrs. Rajeshree Patil 
 

Secondary 

Mrs. Antara Das 
 

Administrative Section 

Mr. Santosh  Jadhav 
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Making an Impression 

Freedom Run 

news in 

Times NIE 

newspaper 

dated  

14-09-2016.  

 

 

Our Passion;  Our India 

We Need a Bit of Both Worlds 
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Celebration of National Library Week 

             The National Library Week is celebrated 

in the Month of November all over India. Various 

programmes are organized to create awareness 

about the libraries. Following this tradition, the 

Librarians at Pawar Public School celebrated the 

National Library Week, from 21
st
 November to 

25
th

 November, 2016. 

            The celebration began with the 

inauguration by the Principal, Mrs. Ishita 

Chowdhury. She extended her full support and 

guidance for the whole event. There were 

programmes like Story-Weaving, Designing 

Book Jackets, Drawing Illustrations, and Letters 

to your Favourite Author. The National Library 

Week concluded on 25
th

 November with ‘One 

Nation Reading Together’ programme. All the 

students from Grade 1 to 8 actively participated 

to make the event successful. 

 

  

Save to Live and Live to Save 
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Pastels and Pallettes 

 

 
 

Budding Brushstrokes 

Pencils and Easels 
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Busy Fingers 

A Touch of Craft Work 
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Generosity Pays 
 

On a rainy evening, two clouds were floating towards the gates of Heaven. One was a white cloud – looking 

pretty and angelic while the other was a black cloud – looking dark and calm. The white cloud was sailing 

fast while the black cloud slowly followed behind.   

Pleased about his silvery looks and charming beauty, the white cloud was all set to enter heaven. 

He looked at the black cloud and thought, “This dark cloud does not deserve to be in heaven. 

Neither is he beautiful nor does he have glory”. The gates opened and the clouds were 

welcomed by God. The white cloud said, “I am glad to enter heaven”. But to his disappointment, 

God said, “Wait my dear. It is the black cloud who is to enter heaven first. Let him in”. Enraged, the white 

cloud said, “But I am the one to reach the gates first.” God smiled and answered, “Definitely you reached 

first but the dark cloud slowly marched his way by generously giving the earth water after a hot summer. 

This has made him deserve the first place in heaven”. 

What do you learn? It is not how fast and speedily you achieve things in life. It is how generously and 

modestly you do something for others. Even in school you may be very good in your studies and sports, but 

your true achievement will be when you help your friends also to move ahead and succeed. Only then you 

will be able to spread happiness and peace.   

                                                                                                           Tanisha Nayak 5B 

Mystery of The Sword Of The Chorizon Valley 

Once there lived five children in the small town of Chorizon. Their names were Sam, Ash, Brok, Sarina and 

Lily. Once they went for a picnic on the hillside. On the top of the hill there is a view point from where we 

can see the whole town of Chorizon. While going Sam saw a large eagle flying in the sky. Sam got scared 

and told about this to his friends. At that time Ash told them, “There is no such thing in this world but Sam 

was still scared. When they were going to reach the point, the eagle came and took Lily with it. No one 

noticed this. When they reached the point, Ash told Lily to take her bottle but no one answered it. At that 

time Ash was surprised and Sam got scared. Sarina told her friends that they should start finding Lily 

everywhere. When they were searching for Lily, Brok saw a cave and told his friends. Ash told them “We 

should go inside the cave, Lily must be here.” When everyone was walking through the cave, Sam saw two 

sparkling eyes in the dark corner of the cave, but he didn’t tell this to his friends. He saw the sparkling eyes 

again and when he went to tell this to his friends, a dragon came very quietly and took Sam with him. No 

one noticed it. When they reached the end of the cave, there they saw Sam and Lily tied on a rock. When 

they went to save them, a big dragon came and stopped them and scared all of them. At that time Ash asked 

the dragon “What are you and what do you need?” The dragon said, “I’m the dragon of the Chorizon cave 

and I’m trying to find the sword of the Chorizon valley” and the dragon pulled all of them down by its tail. 

At that time Sarina’s hand touched a rock and the sword of Chorizon valley appeared in front of Brok, who 

took the sword and pushed it inside the heart of the dragon. There was an explosion and the dragon 

disappeared. Seeing this, the Eagle came and tried to take the sword. Brok saw the eagle coming to him and 

he cut the wings of the eagle and it disappeared. They rescued Sam and Lily and ran to the entrance of the 

cave but one big rock blocked the entrance and they were stuck inside the cave. Everyone was trying to get 

out of the cave but they didn’t find a way to get out of the cave. At that time Sarina sat on a rock and it 

moved and one secret door appeared in front of them. When they walked into the door they were surprised. 

They were now in the Orbit market of Chorizon town. They became happy and started jumping with 

excitement. The five detective children had solved one more mystery. 

Md. Nihal 5A 
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Role of Education in my Life 
 

To help India progress, it’s important that every Indian is educated. Gaining education is very important and 

I am lucky that I am one of the Indians who has got a chance to gain education.  

Education is the main aspect of life. It helps you to enrich your vocabulary and with this you can state your 

thoughts in a good language. Without knowledge a man is incomplete. Education is the main mode through 

which you can earn a good living. Education does not mean just memorizing definitions from a book. It’s 

your responsibility to apply that knowledge in your day to day life; otherwise we can say that it is a waste of 

time and energy. 

Education will help you progress in your life so don’t stop your growth. Be educated and knowledgeable and 

try to spread this. Gaining education will help the country reach great heights. Empty brains are similar to 

empty boxes, so education is important and necessary to fill those empty brains. 

Arpita Singh 7A 

 

The Day When Everything Went Wrong 
 

Life has its share of happiness and sorrow. Every day in everyone’s life there is happiness and excitement. 

Everyone hopes that their day goes happily without any tension or worries. But some days are always 

memorable to everyone maybe for some good or bad cause. But that day, for me was very miserable and 

unexpected. And that very day I still remember because everything went wrong.  

That day when I woke up in the morning I felt fresh and relaxed and so started my day with polite words, 

gentle thoughts and good ideas. I quickly got dressed because I was getting late to go to school. And as soon 

as I entered the school, I was welcomed with a remark in the calendar because I did not wear my school I-

Card. But still I was confident and hoped that after that incident everything would go well. The lectures 

started, but I was repeatedly made to stand because I was not able to respond to the questions. But still I was 

patient and was looking forward for something good to happen. Still I was sad for the rest of the day. 

I realized that day, how each and every day is significant in our lives. 

Riya Kadam 7A 

 

Unity Is Strength 

The story of the farmer and his quarrelling sons is well known to everybody .The sons could easily break a 

single stick but when the sticks were tied into a bundle nobody could break it. From such an example, they 

learned a lesson, that unity is strength.  

The principal of ‘unity is strength’ is the primary basis of peace and happiness of a society and the nation. 

At first a man making his own family lives separately. The peace and happiness of a family would depend 

on the unity among the members of the family. Observance of the principal of ‘unity is strength’ is required 

for every member to stand by the other in time of real need. This would require some sacrifice which would 

affect their personal interest which will result in constant clash and quarrelling among themselves. So a 

number of small families were formed to avoid such unpleasant situations. There were also small fights 

among themselves which made the small groups fail to protect themselves. So they got united and a nation 

was built for greater security. This is the story of the formation of a nation. 

It is very sad that we do not follow this principle in our personal lives. We indulge in quarrels with our 

relatives and this encourages our enemies to take advantage of this situation which brings our ruin. If we 

continue quarrelling and do not try to be united with one another one day may come when we will be 

completely ruined. 

Hitanshu Saini 8A 
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Alien Invasion 
 

‘Area 51, located 90 miles north of Las Vegas, Nevada is a “top-secret” military base in America. It was 

first opened in 1955 as a testing facility for the U-2 spy plane being developed by Lockhead Aircraft. Area 

51 is supposedly where recovered alien spacecraft are being tested and reverse-engineered to learn how they 

work.’ 

 ‘Change the channel Frank’ said Mrs. Casey angrily. ‘Let me have a close look’ he told himself. ‘This is 

crap! Aliens do not exist, it is just human shit’ she shouted. ‘Look Casey CCTV’s don’t lie’. After telling 

this he switched off the T.V with his pink-gloved stick and marched towards his bedroom. 

Mr. Frank Casey was a retired air-force pilot of the U.S Air Force. He had fought many wars. He lived in a 

small cottage with his wife, Mrs. Rose Casey. Although he had a wrinkled face, he was young from inside. 

He was fit, healthy and with a height of almost six-feet. He had a typical army posture. He had very fine 

black hair. On the other hand, Mrs. Rose was a thin, fair bodied old woman. She loved gardening and was 

seen watering plants every morning.  

They both lived in a medium-sized wooden cottage with a long fence around it. It was full of greenery 

including the plants of Yucca, Nolina and Agave (found in Las Vegas). 

Anyways, as soon as Mr. Frank moved to his bedroom, he opened his teakwood almirah and got some 

clothes out. He then wore a cloak made of brownish-beige fabric, put on his socks and then wore his shoes 

that were a bit old. He was in a hurry, so, we can imagine his speed. He walked down from green meadows 

with many farms passing by. He then reached Mr. William’s where his other friends were playing cards. 

There was a loud shout of cheer when Mr. Frank arrived. ‘Hey Frank!’ Mr. James said, ‘You heard the news 

about Area 51?’ , Mr. Frank replied, ‘Yes, I heard it, I knew there was something wrong in that area’. 

Continuing the topic Mr. William said, ‘Agreed Frank, as soon as we were thrown out of the place and the 

place became a restricted area, I understood that there was something wrong.’ 

Mr. Frank made a decision of visiting the place again, but they were doing a big mistake. The area was 

prone to UFO’s and aliens visits. All of them decided a date to visit the place. ‘We will investigate the place’ 

Mr. Frank made it an order. 

Days passed while all of them were researching about the place. They were shaken when they found several 

videos that they hadn’t expected.  

Finally, the day came. All of them except Mr. James had prepared themselves both mentally and physically 

for it. The army was ready to deploy. Everyone packed necessary equipment and walked to the place, where 

they had chosen to meet for the journey to Area 51.  

The place was quite green and was located on the lowlands. Mr. Joseph was the one to reach. As soon as all 

of them had come, they started the journey. It was the time of evening and the sun usually setting down. Of 

all, Mr. James was the only one to be scared of the trip. He said, ‘Guys, I think we should go back, I can 

hear nasty and insane noises.’ One of the noises felt like approaching them and it did. Mr. James was 

extremely scared and said, ‘I can hear a footstep of something big coming!! . ‘Shut that’ shouted Mr. 

Williams, ‘What?’ Mr. James asked, ‘Your mouth!!!’ Mr. Frank gave a reply to his question. 

All of them had started to feel nauseous. There was a harmful chemical being sprayed somewhere near 

them. ‘Look at those huge clouds of smoke!’ Mr. Williams said. ‘Where is it coming from?’ was a question 

that came to all army men’s mind. So, they decided to break into groups- Mr. Williams and Mr. Frank would 

follow the smoke while the other two would take care of everyone’s luggage.  

Mr. Williams was carrying his old, long rifle with him which he hadn’t informed anyone as it was for their 

safety. As the main group found the roots of the arising smoke, they found the GATE TO AREA 51! 

Shocked, Mr. Williams ran like hell and called the other two army men (Mr. James and Mr. Joseph). By the 

time all of them had come there, they could not see Mr. Frank.  
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He had disappeared!! They called for his name everywhere, but the same thing- no reply. ‘I think he has 

crossed the gate already.’ Mr. Williams gave his opinion. ‘If he has, then he is in big trouble’. While the 

others were talking about this, Mr. Joseph noticed something in the sky. 

He recognized it and immediately warned everyone, ‘Th..th..th’. ‘What’s the matter Joseph?’ 

Mr. Williams asked. ‘Uuuu’ he was still shivering with fear. ‘Can you just tell us what do you see?’. 

‘THERE IS A UFO IN THE SKY!!!!’ he shouted with fear. ‘I think they have taken Frank with them!!’. 

‘No, no, no, this isn’t possible’. 

Seconds after the scene they could see a WHOLE ARMY of UFOs!! ‘They are attacking us!!’ Mr. Williams 

shouted, ‘RUN!’. Before covering some of the distance, they were being sucked up by the UFO’s. Under 

white light, every human being was taken away. The buildings, the fences, the cottages and every other 

human being. 

It was a real alien invasion. Nobody survived. Neither the characters of the story nor other human beings. 

‘IT WAS A DREAM!!!!!’ Mr. Frank woke while he was in bed.  

Really, it was all a dream, imagination and stuff. The fact is that Mr. Frank had fallen asleep while watching 

the news of Area 51. The REAL story might continue after this. Imagination has no extent. 

                                                                

Thank You! Merci! 

 

Vedant Sharma 8A 

 

If I were a Robot 
 

One fine day I was walking in my garden and suddenly I fell into the hole in which we keep all our waste 

products and to my surprise I found that I was in a land where the trees were of gold, flowers of silver and 

all water bodies filled with chocolate and vanilla syrup. Just then I saw a bird lying almost dead. When I 

went close, it started speaking and requested me to take it to the chocolate lake and pour some syrup on the 

body. I followed what it said and as soon as I poured the chocolate on its body it changed to a fairy. “What 

do you want in return?” she said. I thought for a while and said that I wanted to be a robot. “Okay, well let 

me see if I can help you be a robot”, she said “Aabra ka Daabra make this girl a robot as I said Taabra” and 

she swayed a magic wand and gave me a belt. She said that I would have to just press the belt’s button and I 

would turn into a robot. 

Suddenly, she disappeared and I came in my garden again. I wanted to check but I did not want anyone to 

know about this. So I went in the basement and pressed the button and a flash of light came and I was a 

robot. I went out and said, ‘Flying Jet on’ as I had heard in the cartoons and I started to fly in the blue sky. 

Just then I saw that a thief was running after he had robbed the bank so I said ‘Mega Rope on’ and the thief 

was fettered in the rope. The police men asked me who I was. So I said that I was a new security for the 

whole world, if in need they would have to shout ‘poly’ and I would be there. 

After a few years a boy saw my secret and told it to his parents and so on that day my secret was disclosed 

but I also received the award for being the most helpful person and continued to be a robot. 

 

Raji Ranjan 6A 
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The Crystal Palace 
 

Once upon a time, in the outskirts of the city lived two sisters. Their names were Shelly and Pearl. They 

lived in a very old house but it didn’t seem to be much old because of the greenery present outside. One fine 

morning, Shelly and Pearl were decorating their house because it was time for Christmas. Both of them 

seemed to be very happy. Shelly asked Pearl if she could spend her savings that she had collected the whole 

year. Pearl said “Yes, you can spend your savings by helping someone”. “Oh! It will be so much fun to help 

someone” said Shelly. Suddenly from somewhere an old woman appeared. She looked very pale and tired. 

She asked Shelly and Pearl, “Can you give me some money? I am hungry and I am also feeling very cold”. 

After seeing her condition Shelly and Pearl gave away all the money they had saved. The woman was very 

happy. She took out a small looking glass from the rags which she was wearing. It was a jewelled looking 

glass. Shelly and Pearl were astonished after seeing it. The woman said “Keep it with you. I will lead you 

through mysteries”. After saying that she went away. Pearl said to Shelly to keep the looking glass in a safe 

place. After doing that they went inside the house. Shelly and Pearl had their lunch and then went for a walk 

in the woods. In the woods Shelly and Pearl used to regularly meet two princes, Robert and John. They all 

used to chat till dusk and then they used to go back home. After Shelly and Pearl returned they both had 

their dinner. Shelly said to Pearl, “Let’s go to bed early and then wake up early in the morning”. Pearl 

agreed with Shelly. They went early to bed and got up early in the morning. They had their breakfast and 

cleaned up the house. Pearl went out in the woods to pluck some flowers. Shelly was alone at home. 

Suddenly the thought of the looking glass struck her mind. She took out the mirror from the drawer and said 

to herself, “Oh, how dirty the looking glass has become”. She picked up a handkerchief and rubbed the 

looking glass. Suddenly a picture of a human appeared on the looking glass. But it was real and it started to 

talk. Shelly was shocked to see that but then she also started to talk with it. It was a face of a woman. The 

woman told her name. Her name was Ruby. She said that she was the queen of a crystal palace which was 

located in the jewel land. But it was captured by a witch and now she was ruling the jewel land. Ruby asked 

Shelly if she could help her. Shelly said that first she would tell this to her sister and then she would help 

her. Shelly ran and reached the woods. She found her sister talking to Robert and John. She went to them 

and told them about the incident which had occurred. They all stared at Shelly in astonishment. Luckily 

Shelly had brought the looking glass with her. Pearl rubbed on the looking glass and again Ruby’s face 

appeared. She pleaded to all of them to help her. They all agreed to help her. Ruby gave all of them some 

instructions. Suddenly they vanished and then appeared inside the looking glass. They together slayed all the 

giants and killed the wicked witch. After killing the witch, they appeared inside the crystal palace. Ruby told 

them that from then on they all would rule over jewel land. John became the king, Pearl became the queen, 

Robert became the prince and Shelly became the princess. They all ruled jewel land for many years. Jewel 

land became a prosperous kingdom. The magical looking glass was now kept in a wooden chest. 

Anushree Datta 6A 

     

Scrap Book Activities  “Creativity is contagious, pass it on.” 
 

So, our children too, believe in being creative and passing it on to the world! Children have beautiful graphic 

and picturesque imagination. They try to channelize their emotions and thoughts through their painting. The 

colours are the proof of how pure and creative their thoughts are. Creativity can be understood as having the 

power or quality to express. Children are naturally creative. They see the world with fresh, new eyes and 

then use what they see. One of the most rewarding aspects of working with children is to watch them create. 

Here at Pawar Public school, we allow the children to explore their imagination. And these efforts are only a 

few drops from the vast ocean.            

    Ms. Aparna Matkar   

Pre-Primary Facilitator 
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Discipline 
 

Discipline is the first law of nature. It is the most important thing in our life. If there were no strict laws by 

the object of nature, there would be complete chaos. If the human beings do not observe discipline, the 

entire social structure would fall like a house of cards. For instance, we can violate the rules of the road only 

at great peril to our lives. A disobedient child may have to face disinheritance from his/her parents. A 

student who is not respectful and obedient to his teachers can learn nothing and has to repent in the long run. 

It is not only essential for an individuals’s personal success, but also for a nation’s success. This spiritual 

discipline has been observed most consummately. 

Kovid Bhujbal 7A 

 

Ganesh Chaturthi 
 

A festival to celebrate the birth of Lord Ganesh, Ganesh Chaturthi is a religious festival observed by Hindus 

to celebrate the birth of deity Lord Ganesh (the son of Lord Shiva and Parvati). According to mythological 

ancedoters, Lord Ganesha is worshiped as the god of wisom, good fortune and prosperity. This Hindu 

festival also popularly known as Vinayak Chavithi or Vinayak Chaturthi at many places commences in the 

month of Bhaadrapada that kicks off on the Shukla Chaturthi and lasts for 10 – 12 days. Celebration of 

Ganesh Chaturthi usually falls between 10
th

 August and 15
th

 September every year. Ganesh Chaturthi 2016 

was celebrated on Monday, September 5 across the nation. It is an 

important festival and observed with fervour in the states of Karnataka, 

Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu and Andhra Pradesh. Lord Ganesha is easily 

recognized from his elephant head irrespective of his other attributes. 

About his birth there are numerous myths and traditional stories. Ganesh 

Chaturthi is celebrated with great enthusiasm by the devotees across 

India by offering prayers and preparing sweet dishes.  

Markets are established and skilled artisans start crafting clay models of 

Lord Ganesh in various poses, a few months before the mega event. People instal Ganesh idols in well 

decorated mandaps and mount fascinating Ganesh Chaturthi photos and pictures in their houses or localities 

to offer their prayers and celebrate the festival in the best way possible. At mandaps the celebration kicks off 

with the chanting of mantras and prayers offered by priests clad in white or red dhoti. Loads of sweets, 

jaggery, modaks, and flowers are offered to Lord Ganesha. Throughout the auspicious ceremony, priests 

chant hymns from the Dedar and Upanishads as an art to show reverence. Statues of Lord Ganesh are 

decorated with glittering lights, colourful flower garlands and anointed with kumkum on the occasion of 

Ganesh Chaturthi. Chanting hyms from the Vedas and Ganpati Atharva Shirsha Upanishad is also 

considered as an inevitable traditional sacrament to honour and praise the Lord. At the end of the puja 

ceremony, prasad is distributed to the devotees as it is believed to have the deity’s blessings. The festivity 

concludes after a continuous celebration of more than a week by submerging the statue in rivers. The joy of 

Ganesh Chaturthi is celebrated in many ways by ardent devotees. Apart from decoration and chanting 

prayers, processions and also a range of cultural activities are organized to observe the auspicious festival. 

Belivers of Lord Ganesh, leave no stone unturned to share the significance and excitement of the 

celebration. To mark the quinterrence of the religious festival, people send Ganesh Chaturthi wishes to their 

friends and family members in form of fancy gifts and devotional text messages. Well written inspirational 

Ganesh Chaturthi SMSes are also considered a powerful medium to share enthusiasm and significance of the 

celebration. These short and precise messages allow senders to edit and insert images to give a personal 

touch. An array of lovely Ganesh Chaturthi SMSes is available online to celebrate the festival online and 

individuals to choose according to their preferences.                                             Asmi Boravake 5A 
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The Magical Woman 
 

Once upon a time in a land of snow which was called Iceland, there lived an old woman. She had magical 

powers. She wanted to conquer the world and troubled every living being who came in her way. 

One day she thought she will bring a storm to Iceland with thunder 

and lightning. She waved her magical wand and swoosh….. 

The whole Iceland went upside down. Everything came to a 

standstill. All the people there went to live in another land because 

the bad spirits also came out and started troubling everyone.  

We all were playing in the garden and we saw two spirits coming 

towards us. All of us started running and screaming, shouting. 

Suddenly, I heard someone calling out my name. I woke up and 

looked here and there. Oh! I was in my bedroom. So, it was a dream! 

I heaved a sigh of relief.  

   Avni Awasthi, Nitya Kulkarni, Abhay Pandey, Animesh Nigam, Shoumik Das 3A 

 

If I Were a Butterfly 
 

If I were a butterfly, I would fly around over the flowers which are beautiful and 

colourful. I would like to flap my colourful wings and feel the nature. Do you 

know how I became so beautiful? Long ago, when I was an egg, I grew up in a 

few days to become a small caterpillar. 

I became strong when I ate lots of green leaves. When time arrived, I wrapped 

myself in a sack where I slept all day. The day when I grew up I broke the 

cocoon and flapped my wings into the air with colourful shapes. All love me a 

lot. 

                                                                                                           -Himank Karki 1E 

 

A Rainy Day 
 

It was a Sunday when I woke up to see that it was raining 

outside. I peeped out of my window where the rain drops were 

dancing on the grass. I saw the clouds covered with its black 

blanket. I walked out to enjoy the nature wearing my colourful 

raincoat. I loved when wind blew and took the leaves with it. 

I played in the puddle and loved the light sunlight when it was 

raining. I was waiting to watch a rainbow. But sadly, I found 

none. I went back home with a wet raincoat and lots of 

happiness in my heart. 

-Rakshha Asthana 1A 

 

Writing a Scene 
 

Scene description: All the animals, who had tails, met together in the jungle. (Each 

one of them made up their mind how they would use their tails). 

The Cow (quickly made up its mind): I shall use mine to keep away flies. 

The Dog (barking): I shall use mine to show that I am pleased. 

The Monkey (chattering): I shall swing from branch to branch with mine. 
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The Kangaroo (hopping and leaping): I shall use mine as an extra leg to help me to jump. 

The Tadpole (croaking): When I become a frog, I shall not need it at all, I shall get rid of it as soon as I grow 

up.  

Ending scene: The tadpole became very shy then soon went inside the pond with his brothers and sisters. All 

the animals went to their homes in the evening. 

Muskan Sinha 4A 

 

The Wise Hen 
 

A hen who loved cooking made lovely pies. She lived in a thick forest. She wanted 

to sell her pies to earn enough money to buy a house. So, she made as many pies as 

she could. She earned enough money that she bought a house of her own. She made 

pies all day, met many customers who loved the pies. She was the happiest hen who 

played with her chicks.  

 She lived with a smile on her face every day. She became rich by making pies. But 

she used her money wisely. That is why she was happy singing and dancing. 

-Anayah Antony 1A 

 

My Dream 
 

If I could go to space. I would be able to see all the stars and planets. I would jump in 

excitement after seeing the sun and the moon. I would like to see the earth from space 

because ‘Earth’ is my favourite planet. I would land on top of the Earth and see all the 

countries from so high. It would be a wonderful experience to cherish throughout my life.  

- Moksh Balivada 1C 

 

G.K. Quiz 
1. Which is the fastest animal on land? 

2. Which is the largest desert? 

3. Which is the highest mountain in the world? 

4. What is the full form of A.I.C.C.? 

5. What is the full form of B.S.F.? 

6. What is the new name for Cochin? 

7. With which sport or game was Dara Singh associated? 

8. How many countries are there in the world? 

9. Which is the longest day in India? 

10. In which year was The Quit India movement launched? 

 

 

 

 

 

Ruchira Mirgal 4A 

 

 

 

 

Answers - 

1.Cheetah  2. Thar Desert  3. Mount Everest    4. All India Congress Committee   5. Border Security Force  

6. Kochi     7. Wrestling     8. 212 countries      9. 21
st
 June                                      10.1940 
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Answer ME………. 
 

Hello!! I am me. 

I never climb a tree.  

My favourite colour is pink 

But I need to think. 

 

Do you know what?  

The old man with a cap; 

He does not look fair  

With the cap on his hair. 

I think he does not have any hair. 

I really wonder ……… 

 

Do you know what? 

The child with the bag, walking with the stool, 

Is she going to school 

Or going to sit on the stool? 

I really wonder ……… 

 

Can you answer my Questions, which follow?  

And tell me the answers, before this day goes…… 

I really wonder ……… 

      

      T. Lakshmi Thiagarajan 5A 

 

Circle of Friends 
 

I can talk with a friend And walk with a friend 

And share my umbrella in the rain, 

I can play with a friend 

And stay with a friend  

And talk through the window pane 

Once I had a box of crayons 

all shiny straight and new 

I lend one to a friend 

And oops! She broke it into two 

She said, ‘she was sorry’, 

But I said, ‘I don’t care’. 

Now I am happy 

That we can nicely share  

A friend is a friend 

Whose joy has no end 

As we are together 

Over and over again.                           

 

Nitya A Kulkarni 3A 

 

Roses 
 

Roses in the winter time 

Roses in the flower pot 

Roses in the garden 

Aren’t roses the nicest flower in the world? 

 

Roses are red in colour 

And smell is wonderful 

and sweet! 

I think and I feel roses 

are the nicest 

Flowers which grow 

 

But if the roses stop growing in the world 

There’ll be no roses in winter time 

No roses in the flower pot 

No roses in the garden 

So where will we see red colour roses 

Where will we smell the wonderful and sweet 

roses 

So, roses are the nicest flowers which grow. 

 

Jiya Jaiswal 5A 

Stars 
 

Stars standing in the sky 

Everybody tells them hello-bye 

Twinkling all the way along 

Everybody tells their wishes in a song. 

 

Stars are bright like crystals 

But they never have blisters 

They live in galaxies 

For almost many centuries 

 

Stars are best friends of moon 

Dancing and singing in a tune 

They are made of dust and gas 

And shine brightly as they can. 

Mahika Singh 5A 
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Louder than a Jetplane landing 

 
Louder than a Jetplane landing 

Louder than a traffic on a busy road. 

Louder than a volcanic eruption 

Louder than a Rapid Seismic vibration 

Louder than a tornado. 

 

Louder than strong winds 

Louder than cheering crowds 

Louder than the cry of hungry beasts. 

But I’m sorry because 

This is how my Mother shouts at me. 

 

Suyash Singh 5A 

 

 

Your Best 

 
If you always try your best 

Then you’ll never have to wonder 

About what you could have done 

If you’d summoned all your thunder. 

 

And if your best was not as good 

As you hoped it would be, 

You still could say, 

“I gave today All that I had in me”. 

 

Ayushman Mishra 6A 

 

Oh! A Rat! 
 

Oh! You rat! 

You chew up my mat! 

 

I eat my bread, 

But, you eat my head! 

 

I want you to go away! 

Far Away! 

 

Oh you fool rat! 

You eat my wheat, 

Sitting on my 

Seat! 

 

Parineeta & Muskan 4A 

 

The Glory of Jhansi 
 

“Rani Laxmibai” 

Beautiful wife of Gangadhar Rao,  

who could be but Rani of Jhansi  

Adopted a boy called Damodar Rao,  

such a cute boy was he 

But one day the king of Jhansi died,  

Making the whole kingdom simply cry 

The British attacked Jhansi, 

And there rises the queen of Jhansi 

Other kings inspired 

by her, 

Got ready to fight with 

no fear 

The queen too was not 

scared, 

A bullet in her eye 

also she bared 

The queen rode into 

the battlefield,  

Carrying her son in a sling tied to her back  

Willing to fight for freedom, 

She did not give up till the end 

But the British were too strong, 

And destroyed the kingdom along 

But still Rani of Jhansi, 

Has made a mark of heroism………….. 

 

Nilshikha Swar 7A 

 

Here we go! 
 

Here we go to a big blue sea, 

Here comes a cute little cat, 

Here comes a fat frog. 

 

Here comes a tremendous 

tiger, 

With his carnivore cup as a start 

Here we see a dancing black bat. 

Here comes a wise whale 

Here we go to Wonka’s fantastic factory, 

At last we come to our humble home! 

Meeting animals all day long! 

 

Samridhi Rathore 4A 
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                       Student 

Energetic, creative 

Playing, enjoying, disciplined 

Boy, girl, teachers, school 

Learning, singing, dancing 

Confident, cheerful 

Learners 

Vaibhav Rathore 5A 

 

Mother Nature Knows… 
 

Nature knows, nature 

understands 

That everytime you rob 

her of her very own 

Her plants, her animals, 

her gems 

She gives her best – fresh 

air, water and all 

But you give back to her 

Chemicals and poisons 

in the air and water 

Take from her so much 

and there is  

Little or nothing left.  

She then gets angry – 

The storms, typhoon, tsunami, cyclones… 

She cries, she weeps –  

The drizzles, vengeful downpours, floods… 

She starves – the droughts, famine and deserts. 

Now you and I know and understand. 

We need to help her, save her 

To save ourselves, our future, our world. 

 

Harshal R. Salian 4B 

 

Football 
 

The game I like the most.  

My favourite game is football 

I play with my friends.  

We play together and have lots of fun. 

I do a lot of exercises and it helps me 

to keep myself fit and strong. 

 

- T. Venkateshwaran 1D 

 

Butterfly 
 

I am beautiful and colourful. 

Everyone tries to catch me but I 

fly high in the sky. 

I drink nectar from the 

flowers.  

Children play with me. 

Who am I ? 

I am a butterfly.  

 

- Moksh Balivada 1C 

 

 

The Sparrow’s Plea 
 

Deep in the jungle, 

High upon a tree, 

A sparrow was 

thinking, 

Who will talk to me?  

Once upon a time, 

Many of us lived her, 

But some were killed by humans, 

And some of us died out of fear 

But now-a-days your activities 

Have bad effects on us 

You don’t realize our importance 

I’snt this fact so sad? 

Our life along with yours 

Is a fact that really matters 

Saving us rather than killing us 

I think that would be better 

This is a sparrow’s plea 

Whatever may happen 

Try to conserve me. 

 

- Ruchira Mrigal 4A 
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PILLARS OF PPSD 
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